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A quantum statisticai model showed how this phenomenon can happen, and was reasonably successful in reproducing thermodynamic properties of the clusters f4] _ The model depended on the assumption that both forms, solid and liquid, could be thermodynamically stable, in some range of temperature_ We have examined the conditions for the validity of this assumption of coexistence for a cluster of N identical particles, within the contines of the model. The conclusions, presented rersely here, show that clusters of as few as five particles can be expected to exhibit sharp freezing temperatures Tr-below which no hquid-me form may exist, and sharp melting temperatures T,,, above which no solid-like form may exist; moreover Tf and Tm , which both depend on I'?, are not the same for small Iv, probably for all finite N. "Exist" here refers to existence in thermodynamic equilibrium, not to metastable or transient forms. A fuller account is being submitted for publication We briefly describe the model and then show in stages how the conclusions are derived: the existence of on!y a solid-like form (possibly including isomers) at low temperatures, the coexistence of solid-like and liquid-like forms above a temperature T&V), the The model supposes that the energy levels Ei(~) of the IV-body cluster are continuous functions of a parameter y measuring the non-rigidity of the cluster [6, 7] _ At one extreme, y = 0 and the cluster can be described by an effective Ham~tonian like that for a conventional, nearly-rigid molecule, with small-amplitude, harmonic oscillations and rigid rotations_ At the other extreme, r = 1 and the cluster can be described by an effective Hamiltonian for a highly non-rigid but cohesive, cluster of low density: here we use the Gartenhaus-Schwartz model [8] of pairwise harmonic attractions. The parameter 7 can be defied by extension of the parameter of nonrigidity for a diatomic moIecule. the ratio Brfwe of the rotational constant to the fundamental vibration frequency: y = LEJE,, where E, is the escitation energy to the lowest state that correlates with the first pure rotational excitation of the rigid limit and E,, is the excitation enerW of the lowest state that correlates with the first rotationless excited vibrational state. (Er correlates with the onequanturn level, and E,, with the two-quantum level of the non-rigid limit, so we include the factor 3-in the definition of y.) * Chaim Weizmnnn Fellow.
The approach is rather like a Landau model [9] 0 009-2614/84/S 03.00 Q Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland Physics Publishing Division) 1 June 1984 with y playing the part of an order parameter. AItematively it can be thought of as related to a
Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick model [lo] or GilmoreFeng model [ 111 with r playing the role of a coupling strength. By contrast with the latter examples, we do not write an explicit "exact" Hamiltonian X(r) for arbitrary values of "I; we suppose only that we know the effective Hamiltonians to which that Sr('y) reduces when 7 = 0 or 1, and that the energy levels in the spectrum of X are cont~uous functions of 7. Like those approaches we use the spectrum { E&'y)} and degeneracies gj -i.e. the density of states p(E, r) -to construct the partition function Z(r, T) and Helrnholtz free energy F('y, 7) = -kTIn Z(-y, T).
While the irue Hamiltonian and 7 have no reference to T, any vafues of r appro~~ate for const~cting any effective Hamiltonian are those giving minima of Z(y, T) and are thus T-dependent_ We then examine Z(y, 7'j as a function of 7 for fured T; if 2 is monotonic decreasing, the only thermodynamically stable form is the solid-like form at y = 0; if 2 is monotonic increasing, the only stable form is the squid-be _ form; if 2 has an interior maximum at any T,, rl, there is a stable form of the cluster with y = rl at T= T1 ; and if 2 has interior minima, there are two or more stable forms for the cluster, corresponding to the maxima of 2. Because this model naturally admits maxima in Z at the boundaries y = 0 and f , it is convenient to examine Z for interior minima. We construct
from the correlation diagram of the levels E,<?+). and use rhis derivative to make our ar~ment. Unlike Landau theory, our approach does not use y as an expansion parameter, but supposes that we could know all the Ei as functions of-y_ For all clusters behaving like ordinary molecules, the rotational constant of the rigid form is considerably smaller than any other fund~en~ frequency of the rigid or non-rigid form. That is, vibrations are faster than rotations in ordinary rigid clusters. One exception is presumably (4He)N. Hence the Iowest excited states of the cluster are the rotations of the solid-like form. The lower excited levels of the rotor series of the rigid limit correlate with levels of the non-rigid limit at higher energies f6 energies, which is the supposition made here; in more realistic models we expect the ground-state energy of the non-rigid limit to be somewhat above that of the rigid-limit ground state. If we make the reasonable supposition that the energies ,!$(r) of the low levels of the rotor series vary monotonically with 7 between their minima at or near 7 = 0 and the non-rigid limit at 7 = 1, then at sufficiently low but non-zero T, the slope (aZ/CPy), is everywhere negative between the ma~um of Z at or near y = 0 and the nonrigid limit. Fig, 1 shows the cumulative densities of states for rigid and non-rigid ~vc-panicle clusters. The rigid form is based on an 40Ar-like cluster; rotations are treated as those of a spherical top with Be = 0.028 K, and vibrations are those of a Dsh trigonal bipyramid with six fundamental frpquencies, three doubly degenerate:wl =31_65,w,=56.11,03 =21.58,w4 = 38.99, ws =51_22andw6 = 37 -98 K. The nonrigid form is represented by a Gartenhaus-Schwartz model. Of several values we used for the non-rigid anr, we show results for w, = 4 K. Such a low wnr was chosen so that an illustration based on presently available correlation diagrams yields a value of Tf; the consequence is that the value is unrealistically low. Even this simple system exhibits a sharp freezing temperature Tf above which two "phases" may co- exist. For wnr = 4 K, Tf = 331 K, as illustrated in fig. 2 , by the behavior of Z(y, 73 near -y = 1, for three temperatures around 321 K. The calculations are based on the assumption that each dEj/dy is constant near y = 1 and determined by the correlation between the symmetry-allowed levels of the rigid and non-rigid limits. (The K-structure of the rigid limit was taken into account, to ascertain which levels are permitted for the five identical spinless At higher temperatures, the overwhelming proporion of states with significant populations must have negative slopes dE$dy, simply to preserve the cumulative density of states IEp(y, E')dE' between the rigid and non-rigid limits. At those high temperatures, the negatively-sloped states must dominate the lowenergy states with positive slopes in determining the dependence of Z(-y, 7') on y_ Just as the states with positive dE__/dy make Z a monotonic decreasing function of 7 at low T. the states with negative slopes force 2 to be a monotonic increasing function of y at sufficiently high T. This can be demonstrated b> breaking the sum (1) into three parts. The first part (3 with 11; large enough that CL contains the contribution to Z which make the solid-like form the sole stable form at low T, and with T large enough to be effectively infinite for the populations of the first HI + 1 states that contribute to EL. Thus as Tincreases. CL approaches a constant value which may be positive. The second sum is cH = CL+ 1 gi (dE,/ar) X esp(-Ei/k7J). With T chosen high enough that xH is essentially at its constant, infinite-temperature value, we then choose the limiting index II large enough that CH < --IC,l for all 7. To preserve the cumulative density of states, dEj/ar is non-decreasing with the indesj, apart possibly from a few esceptional states. This way, 1, dominates zL and the two fiite sums together make Z a monotonic increasing function of y at high T_ The remaining sum over states withj > II must also contribuie to making Because Z(y, T) is a smooth function of both y and T, there is an upper bound to the region of T within which Z has an interior minimum. This upper bound is natural!y called the melting temperature T, , because above T, , no solid-like cluster may exist as an equilibrium form. We have not computed T, for our model of the "Ar5 n cluster but the cumulative densities of states ( fig. 1) show that dominance by ZH begins roughly at about 50 K, so we expect T, for this cluster to occur somewhere we11 below 55 K. The densities of states and correlation diagrams depend on N so T, and T, are also functions of N. Hence the width of the coexistence range of temperature, T,(N)-T&V), is also a function of N and presumably goes to zero as IL' + 00. How this width depends on N is a subject for future investigation [S] . Presumably a first-order phase transition is the consequence of T, (iV) and T&V) coinciding. We choose to call passage between solid-like and liquid-like forms when Tm f Tf as a phase change rather than a phase transition, at least for the present.
The The qualifications associated with the model, more elaborate interpretation and the results of more computations will be presented elsewhere [S] .
